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Mind Mapping and Web Access Reporting

Team Interactive, Stakeholder Accessible



Single Linear Purpose,  Two Dimensional

By Maxwell RobertsTraditional DC Map

http://www.tubemapcentral.com/circles/gallery/Circles_Maps.html


No more Rainbows! Matt Hall, Agilescientific.com

”The rainbow color map 
can significantly reduce a 
person’s accuracy and 
efficiency"
Borkin et al. (2011)

Why should engineers and 
scientists worry about 
color?. Bernice Rogowitz
and Lloyd Treinis

Visual Explanations: 
Images and Quantities, 
Evidence and Narrative
Edward Tufte

https://agilescientific.com/blog/2017/12/14/no-more-rainbows
http://researchweb.watson.ibm.com/people/l/lloydt/color/color.HTM


Hue and 
Staturation

Transparency allows for underlying data to appear.



Emphasis 
on Depth 
& Detail 
vs
Noise & 
Clutter



https://matplotlib.org/examples/color/colormaps_reference.html

https://matplotlib.org/examples/color/colormaps_reference.html






Functional Color Pallet



Simplicity and Clarity Create Insight 
and Understanding

In communicating better we strive to 
improve the signal and reduce the noise. 

Elements should not compete.



“... avoiding catastrophe 
becomes the first principle 
in bringing color to 
information: Above all, do 
no harm.”
E. R. Tufte

Reducing the contrast and color saturation: 
increases the options for color variation.
Increases the depth of detail
Multiple data can be displayed 
Improves the visibility of text
Prints better in grey scale
Reduces eye fatigue
Draws the viewer closer











Keys to the Easy Read

Muted Colors & Tones
Variable Transparency
Screened back details

Topography
Soil & Other Data

Graphic Standards
Common color pallet

Saves space in reports
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